English:

Maths—White Rose Maths:

The Journey to Johannesburg by Beverley Naidoo - Playscripts
The Wolves in the Wall by Neil Gaiman and Dave McKean—Descriptive Writing

Multiplication and division—multiply 4-digits by 1-digit; multiply 2-digits
by 2-digits; multiply 3-digits by 2-digits; multiply 4-digits by 2-digits; divide
4-digits by 1-digit; divide with remainders.

Grammar, Spelling and Punctuation related to each genre of writing.
Fractions— improper fractions to mixed numbers; mixed numbers to
improper fractions; number sequences; compare and order fractions less
than 1; compare and order fractions greater than 1; find fractions of
quantities; adding fractions with different denominators.

Other texts that we will be using in reading:
Who was Nelson Mandela? By Pam Pollack and Meg Belviso
Grandad Mandela by Mandela and Qualls

RE:

Science:

What happens in churches during Lent and Easter?
In this unit, we will find out about what happen in churches during
Ash Wednesday, Palm Sunday, Maundy Thursday, Good Friday,
Holy Saturday and Easter Sunday? We will explore why rituals are
important to a believer’s life.

Spring 2: Walls and
Barricades

PE:

Computing:

Wednesday - Get Active

Stop Motion animation

DT:

Music:

Design, make and evaluate a layered piece
of textile art.
Experiment with different joining techniques
and learn some basic sewing skills.

Composing simple melodies using different
sound effects.

PSHE:
Belonging to a community; protecting the
environment; compassion towards others.

Forces—explain that unsupported objects fall towards the
Earth because of the force of gravity; identify the effects
of air resistance, water resistance and friction, that act
between moving surfaces; recognise that some
mechanisms, including levers, pulleys and gears, allow a
smaller force to have a greater effect.
Working scientifically—plan different types of scientific
enquiries to answer questions; take measurements with
increasing accuracy; report and present findings from
enquiries, including conclusions, causal relationships and
explanations of results, in oral and written forms;
identifying scientific evidence that has been used to

Geography/History:
Study the life and achievements of Nelson Mandela. Find out
about Apartheid and recognise the role that Nelson Mandela
played throughout this period.
Locate and find out about famous walls around the world
and their significance including the Great Wall of China and
the Western Wall.

